The XRT1.1K is an extraordinary loudspeaker that produces a powerful aural experience and sonic performance that can easily fill a room with astonishing musicality.

Follows in the footsteps of the larger-than-life XRT2.1K but is more accessibly sized to more comfortably fit in a wider variety of homes.

Uses our line array speaker design for a sound that is smooth and wide for all listeners.

A ported, 4-way speaker, the XRT1.1K produces excellent sound quality at all levels of human hearing via 70 individual drivers for nearly unparalleled sound reproduction.

The crossover network is engineered to ensure an even frequency response over the entire audible range. The type of inductor used in each section of the crossover network has been specially chosen for high linearity, even at high power levels.

The bass cabinet is a combination of brushed and black aluminum and is finished with 7 layers of high gloss piano black paint. The line array mimics the timeless McIntosh front panel appearance with a black center section and silver trim. The grilles magnetically attach for easy removal.

McIntosh gold-plated Solid Cinch™ speaker binding posts easily but securely attach your speaker cables to prevent them from coming loose while also ensuring a quality signal is delivered to the speaker.

Powerful Sonic Performance
Companion Products
The MC1.25KW or MC611 Amplifier, C52 or C2600 Preamplifier, MX160 A/V Processor, MCD600 SACD/CD Player, MT10 Turntable,
MR87 AM/FM Tuner, MB50 Streaming Audio Player, MEN220 Room Correction System, MPC1500 Power Controller and
McIntosh Speaker Cables are logical companions for the XRT1.1K Loudspeaker. Your Authorized Dealer can provide
additional information on other McIntosh product combinations.

To learn more, please call us at 1.800.538.6576.